
BEING WATCHED ETHICAL ISSUES ON PRIVACY

Through not knowing when they were under surveillance, Bentham argued, the .. While issues of simple personal gain
which involve violating the privacy of.

This is not only the case for criminal behavior but also for suspicious behavior or what people think suspicious
behavior might be. New York: Atheneum. Funder, A. The first is the fact that privacy as a concept is closely
related to information - in terms of the definition of Neethling , p. For example, according to the Privacy
Rights Clearinghouse website, as of March , the New Jersey Supreme Court ruled that an employer violated
the privacy rights of employees by viewing communications using personal email accounts even though
employees viewed these accounts while using the employer's computers. Information Technology. Is it wrong
to talk a client into replacing their current firewalls with those of a different manufacturer, or switching to an
open source operating system â€” which changes, coincidentally, will result in many more billable hours for
you â€” on the premise that this is the answer to their security problems? Deontologists will typically find
surveillance less acceptable when it violates certain rights of individuals such as the right to privacy. These
data are matched against images of suspected criminals and terrorist in the centralize database. That is, in the
absence of suspicious behaviour they were choosing to focus their attention on these categories of people.
Closed Circuit Television CCTV cameras offer a potentially ubiquitous gaze and a hidden, anonymous
watcher akin to the Panopticon on a hitherto unimaginable scale. Through the act of surveillance the
surveillant gains power over the surveilled, either through the gathering of information regarding that person
which they would rather keep secret or, at least, keep control over its distribution , or through distancing the
person and treating them as acceptable or unacceptable for whatever is the purpose of that surveillance.
Monitoring employee activity without employee knowledge is a means of watching workers in the most
unfiltered way possible, but the practice carries several ethical dilemmas. One human operator has to monitor
more cameras than he can handle Gouallier ; 17ff. As highlighted by Rachels Rachels , privacy is often held in
an inverse relationship to trust such that the more trust exists between two people, the less need there is for
privacy. This is done by so-called electronic eyes. Spinello, R. For example, a person may keep private the
information about the place where a wallet is kept. A CCTV camera, though, is not a benign if nosy old lady.
Deontologists are likely to resist this justification as it implies that the rights of the few may be overridden by
the interests of the many. This might be the case if anti-social-behavior shall be identified or very vague
criminal intentions. Suid-Afrikaanse Tydskrif vir Biblioteek- en Inligtingkunde, 57 3. Undeniably a successful
security system but in the meantime, it posses extremely serious implications for human rights towards
privacy. But people are often critical about privacy intrusion in the context of surveillance. This category of
privacy concerns all forms of personal communication which a person wishes to keep private. Stakeholders
can hardly participate in the decision making process or come to informed decisions if they don't know how
smart CCTV works and what effect it will have. Is it wrong to use that knowledge in your new job? Online, 16
4 :  A porn star whose body is freely available for all to see may still have his or her privacy violated if spied
upon in his or her own home. Yet we make decisions on a daily basis that raise ethical questions. Partial
automation blinkered computer filters information and operator decides In the full automation case, the smart
system does not only recognize suspicious behavior but also decides whether intervention is necessary and
maybe which kind of intervention is appropriate. Focht, K.


